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SYMBOLIC TRANSFER MATRIX EVALUATION VIA GRASSMANN ALGEBRA
Abstract
n system analysis, the matrix encountered is frequently symbolic
and sparse. There are several special techniques for attacking
such matrices. Among them, the Grassmann algebra is very
efficient. This thesis establishes a procedure for evaluating
the symbolic transfer matrix of a multi-input-multi-output system
by use of closed loop philosophy and the Grassmann technique.
The method of expanding the closed system determinant is
efficient and novel than the existing methods. Several examples
with different number of input and output are given. A program
in APL for implementing the calculation is included.
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In the study of linear time-invariant systems, it is often
required to calculate the transfer function matrix existing
between input and output of a system. For a





x(t) is a n dimensional state vector
u(t) is a m dimensional Input vector
y(t) is a k dimensional output vector
A is a nxn matrix
B is a nxm matrix
C is a kxn matrix.
Let Z (s) be the kxru transfer function matrix. Then,
(1.3)
(1.4)
Using (1.4) to calculate Zjs) is computationally inconvenient
since it requires symbolically determining of all the cofactors
In C1)' one element of the numerator matrix is obtained as the
difference between the characteristic polynomial of two matrices,
(1.5)
(1.6
(1.6) is more efficient than (1.4). However, it only determine
one element of the numerator matrix.
In £2j, Grassrnann algebra is used to expand two determinants ii
order to calculate the transfer function. In (3 J, £4J, a closet
system is used to network analysis. A single determinant ii
required in calculation. It is very attractive to combine the
closed system ana the Grassrnann algebre so that the transfei
function of a system can be symbolically generated by digital
computer. In 5, the above techniques have been combined tc
3evaluate the network functions of single variable systems.
In this thesis, a procedure to calculate the s mbolicaumbolic transfer
function matrix is presented. It is to expand the closed system
approach to multi-input-multi-output systems. The whole symbolic
transfer function matrix Z(s) can be obtained by ex andinpanding one
determinant only.
In Chapter 2, the Grassmann algebra is outlined first. Since
Grassmann algebra is a general algebra, how it a liesapplies to the
evaluation of determinant is discussed first. Then, following
the rules of Grassmanr/ algebra, the procedure can be establish
systematically.
In Chapter 3, the concept of closed system is introduced. The
main idea involves that the independent source is replaced by a
controlled source so that there has no independent source in the
system. Applying the concept of closed system, the transfer
function can be obtained by expanding one determinant, i.e. the
closed system determinant.
In Chapter 4, the concept of closed system is extended to
m-input -k-output system. The transfer function matrix Z-(s) can
be obtained by expanding one determinant, i. e. the closed system
determinant. Several examples with different number of input and
output are given.
4A computer program written in APL is given in the Appendix.
The program is to expand a determinant symbolically.
5CHAPTER 2. GRASSMANN ALGEBRA [6]
In calculating the transfer function from state space
realization, a function that transforms a matrix to a polynomial
is required. The determinant function is a function that
transforms matrix to polynomial. Then, the core problem in
calculating transfer function is how to evaluate a determinant.
Therefore, a procedure to evaluate a determinant is investigated.
The rules of combinatorial multiplication of Grassmann algebra is
given first. Then the properties of determinant function are
stated. And how the Grassmann Algebra applies to the determinant
function is discussed.
Grassmann Algebra [6]
The combinatorial multiplicatyon of Grassmann's Calculus of





where xi, xj, X k are vectors and is the combinatorial
multiplication operator. (2.2) is the commutative property. The
sign changes when the position of the two vectors interchanges
6once. (2-3) and (2.4) are the associate and distributive
property respectively. These two rules follow the rules of
ordinary algebra.
Properties of Determinant(7)
The determinant function, det(), is the function acting on
ordered n-tuples (X1, X2,... of n-vectors. such that
a. det( )is multi1inear. That is




b. det() is antjsymmetrlc. That is, when any parrs of vector
arguments is Interchanged, the value of det() changes by a




where (E1, E2,..., En) is the standard ordered basis for Vn
, that is, the n-vector whose i-th entry is 1, and all other
entries are zero.
The following example illustrates that how (2.5) to (2.8) apply










Application of Grassmann Algebra in Determinant Evaluation
Comparing the properties of determinant and the rules of
Grassmann algebra, the determinant function is the ordered
product of all the vectors, that is,
(2.9)
(2.6) is the application of (2.4), i.e. the distributive
property,
(2. 10)
(2.7) is the application of (2.2), i.e. the commutative property,
According (2.2), the sign changes once when the position of two
adjacent, vectors interchanges. Let ji. When the vectors in the
j-th position moves backward to the i-th position, the sign
changes (-1) j-itimes,
Now the vector X_ is in the (i+1)th position. If Xj moves
forward to the j-it position, the sign changes (-1)°, i.e.
Then the total number of sign charging is
Therefore, the sign changes once when any two vectors interchange
9their position once.
(2.1) is the implycation of (2.2),
This implies that when any two vectors equal, the determinant
quals zero. (2.1) is the most frequently used property in
evaluating determinant. For
(2.11)
Algorithm to Evaluate Determinant
A square matrix is represented by n-tuples of n-vectors, 1.e.
(2.12)
(2.13)
For the sake of convenience, the transpose sign can be dropped.
10
The subscript i of the elements of the vector Ai can be dropped
without loss of information.
(2.14)
The information required is the position of the element, not the
value. Then, the vector Ai is coded as
(2.15)
If some element in A are zero, their position number are omitted
in the codyng, e.g.
Then, the determinant is
The multiplication between A1 and A2 means to form ordered pairs
from elements of Al and A2, and applies (2. 1). Then, the ordered
pairs remained will have different numbering. Treat (Al A2) as
a vector and repeat the process. Finally, a group of ordered
n-tuples which have different numbering remains. Next step is to
determine the sign of each n-tuple. The sign of the n-tuple can
be obtained by counting the number of permutation required in
arranging the n-tuple into a natural order.
An algorithm to expand a determinant
1. Code the column vectors.
2. Multiply the column vectors.
3. Determine sign.
4. Decode the n-tuples.
The following example illustrates the algorithm.
Example 2,1
1. Code the column vectors
2. Combinatorial Multiplication
A= A, AA0 AA„ A A. A A
-1-2 -3 ~4- 5
= (1, 2) A( 2, 3)A( 3, 4) A( 4, 5)A(3, 5)
= (12, 13, 22, 23 )A( 3, 4)A(4, 5)(3, 5)
=( 12, 13, 23)A(3, 4)A(4, 5)A(3, 5)
= (123 124, 133, 134, 233, 234 )A(4, 5)(3, 5)
= (123, 124, 134, 234) A (4, 5)A(3, 5)
= (1234, 1235, 1244, 1245, 1344, 1345, 2344, 2345)A
(3, 5)
= (1234,1235, 1245, 1345, 2345)A(3, 5)
=( 12343, 12453)
3. Determine Sian
The first term (12345) is in the natural order, the sign is
positive. The second term (12453) requires two permutations to
arrange the term into natural order, the signis (-1)= 1, i.e.
positive




CHAPTER 3. CLOSED SYSTEM
In calculating the transfer function of a linear time-invariant
system, it has to find the characteristic polynomial and the
adjoint matrix of (sI-A). It is inconvenient to find the
transfer function by this approach. If the closed system
approach is used, the transfer function can be obtained by
expanding one determinant. Combining the closed system approach
and the Grassmann algebra, the transfer function can be computed
by digital computer.
In this chapter, the standard method for finding the transfer
function is given first. Then, the transfer function is
calculated from Cramer's rule. And then, the closed system
concept is introduced. The transfer function is calculated from
the closed system determinant. Finally, the closed system
determinant is expanded by Grassmann algebra.
Transfer Function of Linear System
Consider a single variable linear time-invariant system with
state space description.
x(t)= A x(t) + B u(t) (3.1)
y(t) = C x(t) (3.2)
14
where
x is a n-vector
A is a nxn matrix
B is a nxl matrix
C is a lxn matrix
u is the input
v is the output.




Arranging (3.3) and (3.4),
Y(s)= C(sI-A)-1 BU(s) (3.5)





where Aj_-j is the cofactor of the element a
To obtain the transfer function, it is required to expand all the
cofactors. Therefore, it is inconvenient to obtain transfer
function from this approach.
Transfer Function by Cramer's Rule
Cocatenate (3.2) to (3.1) to form a set of linear equations, i.e.
(3. 10)










and A'ij is the cofactor of the i-th row, j-th coltunn element of
the matrix
Then
The transfer function is
(3.15)
Therefore, by treating the linear system as a set of linear
equations, it is only required to calculate n cofactors.
However, it is still inconvenient to calculate these cofactors.
of course, (3.15) gives the same result as (3.9). The
equivalency is not explicit. Then, it needs to show that the
results are the same.
18
(3.16)





which is the same as (3.9).
Closed System
A closed system ys a system that the independent source is
replaced by a controlled source.
19
Start.ing from (3.12) ,let u= p y, so that there has no
Independent source in the system. And p is a variable distinct
from all other variables in the system.




For a nontrivial solution of (3.20), the determinant
20










Then the transfer function can be obtained by expanding the
closed system determinant. The terms that do not contain p is
the denominator. While the terms that associate with p is the
numerator.
For another forrnulation, the property of the closed system




where M is the minor of the matrix
which is the numerator of (3.15).
Then, the transfer function can be obtained by expanding the
closed system determinant. △ and N are the denominator and
22
numerator of the transfer function respectively.
Transfer Function by Grassmann Algebra
In the preceding section, the transfer function is obtained by
expanding the closed system determinant. The determinant can be
expanded symbolically by Grassmann algebra. The procedure is
illustrated in the following example.
Example 3.1
For the system shown in Figure 3.1 [8], the transfer fuuction
m/E f is required.
Figure 3.1 A Ward-Leonard systern as a block diagram.
































CS= (1, 2)A(2, 3)A( 3, 5)( 3, 4)A(1, 4, 5)
=( 12345, 12534, 2354 1)
3. Sign determining
The sign of (12345) is positive.
The sign of( 12534) is positive.
The sign of (23541) is negative.
4. Decoding
Subtitute the values back into the ajj' s.
25
CHAPTER 4 MULTI-INPUT-MULTI-OUTPUT SYSTEM
In the preceding chapter, the concept of closed system is applied
to single variable system so that the transfer function is
obtained by expanding the closed system determinant. In this
chapter, the concept of closed system is extended to
multi-input-multi-output system. It is shown that the transfer







x s a n dimensional state vector
u is a m dyrnensional input vector
y is a k dimensional output vector
A is a nxn matrix;
B is a nxrn matrix;
C is a kxn matrix.
Take Laplace transform of (4.1) and (4.2) and assume zero initial
condition.
x(t) = A x(t) + B u(t)










To evaluate G(s), yt has to expand all the cofactors Aid.
Transfer Function matrix by Cramer's Rule
Append (4.2) to (4.1) to form a set of linear equation.
(4.8)
Take Laplace transform and assume zero initial condition.
(4.9)
where In, 1- are unit matrix of nxn, kxk matrices respectively.
where
(4.10)
















which is the same as (4.6).




Then, the computation required by (4.12) depends on the number of
input and output. Usually, the number of input and output is
much less than the number of states. Then, (4. 12) requires fewer
computation than (4.7).
Closed system
Starting from (4.9), let U be some linear function of _Y so that
there has no independent source in the system.
Let U= -P Y








Then the closed system determinant is
(4.21)
(4.22)
where _bis the i-th column of JB.
terms containing product of two or more d' q
11
(4.23)










Compare (4.28) with (4.17).




of two or more pij 1s
( 4. 29)
In (4.29), it can be seen that ail the information of the
transfer function matrix is included in the closed system
determinant. Moreover, the closed system determinant not only
contains the information of the transfer function matrix, but
also contains some useful information. In decoding the n-tuples,
if the terms associate with a product of two pij. 's, the terms can
be neglected.
After expanding the closed system determinant, delete all the
terms containing product of pj's. The terms remained are the
information of the transfer function matrix. The terms that do
not associate with any p are the characteristic polynomial.
The terms that associate with p is the j-th row, i-th column
i j
element of the numerator matrix.
The following examples illustrate the algorithm.
Example 4.1 to






















































































































Take Laplace transform and assume zero initial condition.
Let
Then, the right hand side of (4.32) becomes
























































The closed system determinant is coded for input data of the
program.
The determinant is coded as:
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
220000222






















129 7564 8 3
219456783
- 129456783
2 1879 56 34
- 128 79 56 34
-2 18795364
































Since the terms associate with product of p-j' s can be neglected,
many terms shown above can be neglected. For example, the term
(71849632) can be neglected. The product BP is put in the upper
right hand sector of the closed system matrix. The elements in that.
sector only contain b;j p terras. If the n~tuples contain two
numbers in that sector, the terms can be neglected. For this
example, the sector is the last three columns except the
3x3 matrix in the lower right hand corner. Then, if the last
three number contain more than one digit from (1, 2,..., 6),
the term can be neglected.












After decoding and collecting terms, the characteristic
polynomial and the numerator matrix are.:
The transfer function matrix is











































































































Put (4.39) into (4.37)
The closed system matrix is coded as:
then


















The terms whose last two digit contain more than one number from








After decoding and collecting terms, the characteristic
polynomial and numerator matrix are:
The transfer matrix is
Example 4.3 A 2-input-2-output system f1 1 J
Consider the syste
Append (4.42) to (4.41
Take Laplace transform and assume zero initial condition.
Let
The closed system matrix is coded as:
put (4.45) into (4.44)
The expanded determinant in the coded form is:
The terms whose last two digit contain more than one number from
(1, 2, 3) can be neglected. The valid terms remained are:
After decoding and collecting terms, the characteristic
polynomial and numerator matrix are:
Example 4.4 A 2-input- 1-output circuit [12J
Consider the circuit shown in Figure 4.1. This is the
eequivalent circuit of the common emitter transister amplifier.
V is the required output.
Figure 4.1 Equivalent circuit of common emitter
transistor amplifier





nnf( A A Q.- ntri f 4 .46
Tho pi hqpH matrix is coded as:
sfc





After decoding and collecting terms, the characteristic
polynomial and the numerator matrix are:
Then,
56
Example 4.5 A 1-input-2-output circuit
For the simple network shown in Figure 4. 2, I and I3 are
required.
Figure 4 .2 A simple network
Apply loop analysis,
57














The Grassmann algebra is efficient in expanding a symbolic
determinant, because the algorithm can be programmed easily.
Although Grassmann algebra was originated in nineteenth century,
it is used in system analysis by Chen and Ahmad [2]. However,
they only apply it for dealing with the single variable system.
Since in [3], the concept of closed system is applied in symbolic
network analysis. The network function can be evaluated by
expanding one determinant. It is known that this method is more
efficient than the tree-enumeration method and signal-flow-graph
method [13]. However, one problem remains. That is how to
evaluate the determinant by computer.
it is very natural to combine the txrassmann aigeara ana tine
concept of closed system to generate the transfer function by
computer. In [5], the two ideas have been combined for single
variable system.
This thesis is to establish a procedure for evaluating multi-
input-multi-output system basing on the closed system philosophy
also. The whole transfer matrix is symbolically calculated by
Grassmann's technique for evaluating a single determinant only.
Several examples are given to demonstrate the procedure. The
60




To use the program to expand a determinant, the matrix should be






































V GRA SS MA; V; I; S; P; M; K; 4?
m a- a a a ,v| XN PROGRAM k k k
r EXP A N DS DET( A),!=[ i IJ] GI VEX SYMBOL IC MA TRIX
R MATRIX MA-[ MI J J, WHERE MIJ=I FOR AIJ0, AI«7=0 POP lJc=0
AM-~l--ltpAl
( 0 -M~pP+-( 0- P) P+-MA[; 1] )5P
P«-(A,I-l)pP
5:+ (0=P-pO-(0Q)0-Al[; I -1]) DR
P-P GRASS2 Q-(K 1) pQ
-y{NI+-I+I)L




]- (A7 X --i+ 1) L1
] 'THE SIGN IS:'
i] D-(N, l)pS
] --0
















V P+U GRASS2 VI J ;MN M1;N 1K1X2 ;U0
.] R EVALUATING P=(JrV,( WHERE U,V ARE MATRICES)
] PiN 1, M1 REPRESENT THE NUMBER OF NON-ZERO ELEMENTS OF U AND V
] rK1,£2 REPRESENT THE SIZE OF THE NON-ZERO ELEMENT IN U AND
•]-( (0=+ iVpP)vO=+ Ap7)SPl
] N l+7v7[ 1]
] Ml+M{ 1]
'] Kl-N[.2]




L2] 52: P-P, 10 67?l 55 1 V[ J;]
L3] +(Alc-J+l)L2
L4] (V 121-I 1) 51
15]--( 0-+ N -p P) BR 1
16] P+-( (A't.), Aff-K 1+52) o, P
17] +0
1 R 1 PP1. a., n
V P+-9 55.4551 P;I;5
1] REVALUATING P=UnV,' n1 A5AV5 THE GRASSMANN PROD
2] P+- 1+1 -1
3] -y{ {Q=N-pU-tU) vO= p, 7)0





[2] N+-N- J -1+S-Q
[3] 51:24-1
[4] MN+i-J
[5] L2: S+-S+¥[ 5] r[ J-
[ 6] -MMI-m)L2
[ 7] -y (N 2:c7«-«+- 1), 5 1
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